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About This Game

Kindergarten is an abstract puzzle adventure game. You play as a student in a school that’s a bit…off. The teacher is trying to
get rid of her kids. the janitor is frequently seen cleaning up blood. The cafeteria is serving the same slop over and over again.

Kids are walking around with strange devices planted on them after visiting the principal, and one of your fellow classmates has
gone missing. It’s up to you to figure out what’s going on, because your life might depend on it.

Classic Kindergarten fun!

Take part in show and tell!
Play house with Cindy!
Get beat up by the school bully!
Talk to the weird kid!
Destroy school property!
Get poisoned!
Solve a missing person's case!

You know...all the things you did while you were in Kindergarten.
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Title: Kindergarten
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Con Man Games, SmashGames
Publisher:
SmashGames
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.6ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Mobility Radeon 4200

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Its a adobe flash player game that means its guaranteed to be good.. "Drunk or dead" is a very funny wave-shooter! If you like
the following things, this game might be your idea of fun:
1) drinking and shooting
2) zombies
3) women

This game is basically a wave-shooter with a lot of cool ideas and funny twists. I won't spoil them for you, but you are going to
play this in VR and you can do whatever you want to do (and I mean: whatever!)! Just have fun and enjoy the game!
. It is an interesting concept but isnt polished by any means, this was not ready for release and i am saying this 6 omnths after the
release.
  TOO many of times different workers just decide to stand around and not do their job, even though they arent undermotivated
or have lack of a job to do.
Also at times the motivation just plumits and even if i fill it back up it may end up dropping again which basically ruins the
current game save.

  If you do end up getting this game a good portion of the time the predicted customers deal when looking at different locations
stats is heavily unrealiable, so instead you need to pay attention to the citizens and what areas they frequent most to be able to
pick them off with advertisements.
  Another thing is you cant make one employee's stat better without make the other stat worse, for instance one waiter is
excellant at speed but has little to no politeness and you go to train the person in politness for x amount of money for a 15%
increase, but at the same time lowering the speed stat by a substantial amount and by substantial amount i mean definite;y what
looks and feels to be more than 15%, which makes it an uneven trade.
  So when starting a new game you want to pay attention to the stats of all available employees to hire because those are
mostlikely the stats you will be stuck with the whole game, unless some game breaking bug jumps in and screws you over..
video

https:\/\/youtu.be\/kWOSAxmQLjw

https:\/\/youtu.be\/mgN8DE_Zp5s

https:\/\/youtu.be\/5_DN_xmtous

https:\/\/youtu.be\/pYr0H-mUBns. It pretty good, you can play without much issues and the game has none so far. I liked it
because it was interesting and create your own party without having find people to party up with? Yeah good system.

gameplay is not boring, its not tiresome just has interesting storyline and easy to follow.

But not too demanding which is also good. You can stop at anytime. Which also good thing. Voice acting is pretty
good...characters are good in way that seems they made from either real people or computer generated models I am not certain
myself.
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Tutorials is about stone golems and immortality finishing it you can then go free on any quest from what I get logic from it.
I am not quite finished with it because I had stop and take break...I might update it later.. What is even WonderCat Adventures?
I started thinking about the questions WonderCat raised at they legit broke my brain. Why does a one button game not have the
ability to remap controls? What the hell does this have to do with cats? Why are mobile games so soulless? Combining these
questions with even stupider ones has caused me actual pain. It's not often my hobby activly hurts me. On the flip side I can say
a few things positive about this fustercluck. The \u201cgameplay\u201d functions flawlessly and it didn\u2019t crash. Positivity
over. Can you delete games from your steam library? I\u2019m too lazy to look it up but I would do it for this game if I knew
how to do it. *facepalm* *life questioning sigh*. I've been playing it since before it went to steam, and it's still fun even if it's a
bit old.

Cons:
--Old game.
--Somewhat grindy as it takes a while before you get powered up.

Pros:
---Essentially, I love collecting all the characters (it's really tough for most of them, but worth it).
---Three-character system is different from the "you only get to use one character" MMOs.
---You can set it to fight automatically and AFK.
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Will not work with windows 10. The DLC was outright dreadful in a good way. I loved the environment and the ideology of this
Friday the 13th style horror.. Only good to make you sleepy while you wait for your turn, the enemy takes FOREVER!! -10/10
XD. Nimbus is easily one of the greatest games I've ever played, and certainly the only one I still want to replay.
Because Nimbus is all about friction - all about the mechanics of flight and soaring. Playing Nimbus is like riding a rollercoaster
in 3D, without rails. It's like reaching your arm under your sofa to grab that single nickel with the tip of your nails. Nimbus
doesn't have a physics engine - it has a HOPE engine. Your ship moves by the sheer force of your faith, trying to climb the ever-
unsurmountable heights to get to the finish line.
Nimbus rewards daring, creative players.

Ah, and also it has a kickass soundtrack.

EDIT: Stil pretty good come on Steam gimme mah badge. If you like and have time for td games this is a great oldie it is
different than the others, i like it a lot, going back for more now...
give it some time if u get stuck replay and learn it gets easyer then hard again but still refreshing from the norm so try it its
cheap fun. I love these games!!! the company needs to make more, I find myself replaying the levels over and over enjoying it
each and everytime!!! its a great little time killer. its really jumpy and hard to play sometimes. I don't remember, that I played
this game.

EDIT: I still don't remember.... Just skip the tutorial and dive into the battle, it's intuitive anyway. Lose a couple of times to get
how it works. That's it.

Overall it's fun, so I can recommend it.. It's a fun little shoot them dead arcadish tank game. My favorite part is simply running
over enemy soldiers with the tank. I feel guily, but it's so much fun.
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